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2012 SANG-YONG NAM AWARD WINNER ACCEPTANCE SPEECH

Hello Nam Center for Korean Studies and friends,
I hope this video finds everyone doing fantastic. I’m very honored to have received this
award.
Ever since I first met Elder Nam, I was captivated by his passion and energy in building Korean Studies and in starting multitude of Korea-related communities. Among
many inspirational quotes from Elder Nam, I would like to share two with you today.
The first quote is, “Repeat after me, I’m beautiful!” Elder Nam would ask the students
to stand up and confidently say “I’m beautiful!” And it works! The second quote from
Elder Nam is, “It doesn’t matter what you have or what you are if you don’t use what
you have to serve your community.” I always carry these words in my heart and they
have been a source of guidance throughout my journey to find my life’s calling.
I’m ultimately tied to communities around me, especially Korea-related communities.
And understanding my communities has helped me better understand myself. By serving my communities, I benefited greatly as I found much joy in utilizing my abilities
for the greater good of others and myself.
With much influence form Elder Nam and the Nam Center faculty, staff, and fellow
students, during my undergraduate years at Michigan, I was heavily invested in Korean
Studies on and off campus. Two of my highlights, the first one is Korean Student Association’s Korean Children Arts Festival where I shared my knowledge about Korean
culture with adopted Korean children and their families from Ann Arbor area. The second highlight is participating in a one-month student-led program called Korea America Student Conference, which brings 25 Korean students and 25 American students
together to engage in diverse mutual cultural understanding discussions and activities.
The year after I participated in KASC, I had the opportunity lead KASC. And I realized how powerful student activism can be in building Korean Studies.
In the same year, I traveled to Korea and conducted a fieldwork on Vietnamese foreign
brides’ experiences in Korea. I felt that the growing Vietnamese foreign bride population in Korea needed more voice and support. I worked with various NGOs and after

analyzing many cases of spousal conflict counseling records, I found that miscommunication due to language and cultural misunderstandings were top sources of conflict.
Today, I’m in Hanoi, Vietnam, on my 10-month Fulbright grant. A large part of the
work that I’ll do in Vietnam focuses on building an understanding between the people
of Vietnam and Korea. I am especially interested in serving the Vietnamese foreign
bride population and adding to Korean government’s efforts to help these mothers of
Korea have a smoother transition into their lives in Korea.
There are many other responsibilities that I have in Vietnam such as assistant teaching
a class in Civil Societies and NGOs, engaging in student activism projects, traveling
to various poor rural towns in Vietnam to speak with the women and their families on
the issue of foreign marriage, and helping NGOs become more active and effective -especially those related to education, health, and women’s rights.
10 months --- seem so short to accomplish all these goals. But I’ve learned from Elder
Nam that when one dreams big and supplements one’s dreams with endless effort and
passion, those dreams can come true.
What I have accomplished so far seems so meager to be entitled to receive recognition
under Elder Nam’s name. But I know that this award is more than just a reflection of
my previous accomplishments. As big of an honor as it is, I am taking with it a sense
of renewed responsibility to better serve the Korean Studies community.
Upon receiving this award, I am reminded of those who had a tremendous impact on
my life. My academic and personal growths were heavily impacted by the Nam Center. In some ways, it’s a bit ironic to be receiving this award for the Nam Center has
contributed much to the shaping of who I am today.
And most of all, I want to thank Elder Nam for inspiring so many young minds and
providing them with both visible and invisible support, and for allowing us to share
his legacy and to continue to be inspired by him.
Thank you,

Cynthia Bohm-Eh Yoon

